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Shape Segmentation Using Relaxation
WALLACE S. RUTKOWSKI, SHMUEL PELEG,

Abstract-Relaxation is applied to the segmentation of closed boundary
curves of shapes. The ambiguous segmentation of the boundary is represented by a directed graph structure whose nodes represent segments,
where two nodes are joined by an arc if the segments are consecutive
along the boundary. A probability vector is associated with each node;
each component of this vector provides an estimate of the probability
that the corresponding segment is a particular part of the object. Relaxation is used to eliminate impossible sequences of parts, or reduce
the probabilities of unlikely ones. In experiments involving airplane
shapes, this almost always results in a drastic simplification of the graph

with only good interpretations surviving.
The approach is also extended to include curve linking and gap filling.
A chain coded input image is broken into segments based on a measure
of local curvature. Gap completions linking pairs of segments are then
proposed and represented in a graph structure. A second graph, whose
nodes consist of paths in the above graph, is constructed, and the nodes
of the second graph are probabilistically classified as various object parts.
Relaxation is then applied to increase the probability of mutually supporting classifications, and decrease the probability of unsupported
decisions. A modified relaxation process using information about the
size, spatial position, and orientation of the object parts yielded a high
degree of disambiguation.
Index Terms-Image processing, pattern recognition, relaxation, segmentation, shape.

I. INTRODUCTION
IN many image processing tasks it is important to segment an
object into subparts for subsequent processing. For some
problems this is easily accomplished by a single, simple level of
processing, such as breaking the boundary of the object at
corners whose angles are sharper than a given threshold. In
other cases, it is necessary to employ some knowledge of the
object's structure to obtain a correct segmentation. For example, attributed grammars are used for boundary analysis in
[1]. A general survey of shape analysis can be found in [2].
This paper describes an application of relaxation labeling [3],
[41 to the segmentation of closed object boundary curves. An
object boundary is first segmented ambiguously, using very liberal segmentation criteria. This ambiguous segmentation is
represented by a directed graph structure which contains
(hopefully) the desired segmentation as a subgraph. The nodes

of the graph represent pieces of the object boundary. Each
node has associated with it a probability vector, assigned by
a classification program, representing the segment's probability
of being various parts of the object. Node A is connected to
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node B by a directed arc iff the boundary segment represented
by B directly follows the segment represented by A. Since only
certain sequences of parts are allowable, we can apply a relaxation process to prune the graph structure. Our experiments
show that the relaxation process usually results in a drastic
simplification of the graph, which greatly simplifies the problem of extracting desired subgraphs by a sequential process.
There exist many image processing tasks in which the objects
of interest in a scene may touch or overlap each other or noise
objects. This case requires gap filling before applying the relaxation. Specifically, a set of segmentation points is chosen along
the object boundary based on a curvature measure [5] . Every
piece of boundary curve which lies between two consecutive
segmentation points is represented by a node in a graph. A
gap filing program [6] then examines the set of curves and
adds to the graph both a set of "imaginary" nodes representing
gap completions, and a set of arcs linking those nodes representing curve segments which may be consecutive along the
boundary of an object part. Our problem then becomes one
of tracing a path through the resulting graph which corresponds
to an object. To do this, we trace a multitude of short paths
through the graph and submit the corresponding chain code to
a classifier, where it is either rejected or assigned a probability
vector, as was done in the previous case. Those curves which
survive classification become nodes in a second-level graph
structure. Nodes in this second-level graph are linked iff their
corresponding curve segments are consecutive. Relaxation is
then applied to this graph.
II. BOUNDARY SEGMENTATION AND GRAPH
CONSTRUCTION
The input to the program consists of a set of closed curves.
Each curve is represented as a sequence of (x, y) coordinate
pairs. The sequence of coordinates is derived from a fourneighbor chain code. Specifically, if Pi and Pi are two consecutive points in such a sequence, then the vector Pi - Pi is an
element of the set {(0, 1), (0, - 1), (1, 0), (- 1, 0) } . A measure
of local curvature is computed at each point of the curve. The
measure used was the weighted k-curvature method described
in [5] . A subset of the input points is selected as a set of segmentation points. In our case we performed nonminimum
suppression on the curvature values, and then selected as our
segmentation points those remaining points whose curvature
values were below a preset negative threshold. Thus, our segmentation points tend to lie at concave angles. The heavy dots
in Fig. 1 represent the segmnentation points for the solid closed
curve. A label is assigned to each segmentation point.

Whatever the criterion used for segmentation, any piece of
contour which begins and ends with a segmentation point and
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

contains no other segmentation points will be called a segment.
Thus, any segment is uniquely identified by an ordered pair
consisting of the labels of the beginning and ending segmentation points.
A. Single Contour
A segmentation of the contour is any set of nonoverlapping
segments that cover the entire contour. Our objective is, given
an object contour, to construct a segmentation such that the
segments cover the contour without overlapping, and the segments can be assigned semantically meaningful labels (nose,
tail, etc., in the case of an airplane).
Our method begins by forming segments using a liberal criterion. Hopefully, the segments thus obtained will contain the
desired segmentation (or most of it) as a subset. We then form
a directed graph in which the nodes are the segments, and segment [i,j] is connected to segment [k, 1] by a "follows" relation iff j = k (i.e., [k, 11 follows [i, j] in the graph iff [k, 1]
follows [i, j] on the boundary). We then classify the segments,
assigning to each segment a probability vector, each component
of which represents the probability that the segment is a certain
object part. Specifically, in our airplane example the probability
vector is a four-tuple [P(nose), P(right wing), P(tail), P(left
wing)]
Given such a graph structure with probability vectors associated with the nodes, we can apply a relaxation process to reinforce consistent segments and eliminate inconsistent ones.
This method was also used in [4] for ambiguously segmented
handwriting.
B. Touching Contours
Here again, a node is created in our graph structure for each
segment. For example, in Fig. 1 we have four segments, labeled
A toD.
A linking program then examines this set of segments and

may decide to link various pairs of segments. If the program
decides to link segment Si to segment S2, there are two possibilities. If the last point of S, is the same as the first point of
S2, then an arc is created in the graph from the node representing SI to the node representing S2* In the example, segments
A and B would be linked in this way. If there is a gap between
the last point of SI and the first point of S2, then a sequence
of points representing a straight line bridging the gap is computed. A new node Si is created representing this "imaginary"
segment, and two arcs are added connecting S1 to Si and Si to
S2 . In Fig. 1, segment A is linked to segment C via an imaginary
segment F.
A graph representing the end result of these operations is
shown in Fig. 2. Of course, the linking program requires a set
of parameters which determine the linking criteria, and the
graph which results will depend on these parameters. For
example, we could set the parameters so that segments which
meet at large concave angles are not linked. In that case the
arcs A-B, B-C, C-D, and D-A would not be present. With a
different choice of parameters, we could have additional
imaginary curves linking A to D, for example, or even A to
itself via an imaginary segment in the same position as E.
After the construction of this first-level graph, we can view
our problem as one of finding a path through this graph which
represents the boundary of the sought for object. This could
be done by a typical state space search. This technique, however, tends to be highly sequential and order dependent. We
have adopted a different strategy. The object is considered to
consist of a number of parts. The program then searches many
short paths through the graph, concatenating the curve segments of the nodes along each path and submitting the result
to a classifier. (Note that searching a variety of short paths is a
local process which could conceivably be carried out by an
array of processors working in parallel.) Those paths which
survive classification as possible object parts become the nodes
in a second-level graph. An arc connects a pair of nodes in
this graph if their associated curve segments are contiguous.
A relaxation process is then run on this graph.
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III. DETERMINATION OF THE INITIAL
PROBABILITIES
Given a sequence of points (P1 ,
,* Pn) representing a
curve to be classified, we wish to assign to this curve a probability vector (N, R, T, L), where each component represents
the probability that the curve is a nose, right wing, tail, or left
wing, respectively. To accomplish this, the program approximates the curve with a two-piece polygon with vertices at P1,
Pk, P, where 1 < k < n and Pk is chosen to minimize the dif-

The probability of nose-tail is then split between the nose and
tail possibilities based on the difference between the curve and
its polygonal approximation. In particular, we specify an error
limit EO, at which the probability for the curve being a nose
will fall to zero. Then if

E = measured error
PN = probability of nose
PT = probability of tail

ference between the polygon and the point sequence. Curves we define
whose polygon approximations fail to meet fixed limits on
size, angle, and fit to the original curve are rejected. Any curve
[ PNT
not rejected is assigned a probability vector based on a measure
E
of its symmetry (the difference in length between the two sides
IE PNT
of the polygon) and the degree of match between polygon and
curve. Specifically, a crude measure of symmetry was com- and
puted as sym = I Pn - Pk - - P1 |. The probability vector
pN PNT PT
was computed by first using the value of sym to distribute the
probability between three probabilities, nose-tail (low absolute
value of sym), left wing (high positive value of sym), and right
wing (high negative value of sym). This distribution of the
probabilities was determined by two parameters as follows.
PO = probability that a perfectly symmetrical object is a nose pNT
or tail.
SO = maximum absolute value of sym at which an object can
have a nonzero probability of being a nose or tail.
We define

if E>Eo
if E<Eo

IPk

f(sym) = 2 ° sym + 1 -Po

2S,,

2

Then if we let

PL (sym) = probability of left wing

PR (sym) = probability of right wing

PNT(SYm) = probability of nose-tail
we have

°

PL(sym)=

{1

if f(sym) <0

if f(sym)>I

f (sym)

otherwise

PR (sym) = PL (-sym)
PNT(SYm) = 1 - PL (sym) - PR (sym).

Obviously, the above procedure is specific to the airplane domain. Since the classification procedure is applied to whole
shapes (no ambiguous segmentation or overlap), any of a variety
of probabilistic classification techniques could be employed.
We could, for example, measure several moments as object
features and base our classification on a fuzzy partitioning of
the feature space. From this point of view, this work provides
a framework by which the variety of techniques developed to
classify whole objects can be extended to the more general
case of ambiguously segmented and overlapping shapes.
IV. THE RELAXATION PROCESS
The relaxation process operates on the directed labeled graph
described above. During each iteration the probabilities are
updated according to the equations below.
Let
N = the set of nodes in the graph.
L = the set of labels; in our case,
L = {nose, right wing, tail, left wing }.
=
An the set of predecessors of node n.
Bn = the set of successors of node n.
Pm (n,j) = the probability of label j on node n at the mth iteration.
ci(i,j, k) = the compatibility of the three labels, defined as in

[3], [4] by
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caQ,j, k) = Prob

(ijk)
(i) Prob (j) Prob (k)
Prob

where Prob (ijk) is the a priori probability of the labels "ijk"
appearing in a sequence, and Prob (i) is the a priori probability
of the label "i."
Given the Pm (n, j) for all n E N, j E L, we define

I-;,

S~

2f

-

27

maxm (n,j) = max Pm(a, i)Pm(n,j)Pm(b, k)oi(i,j,k)
a EAn
b E Bn
i, k E L

and then normalize

Fig. 3.
maxm

Pm+i(nl,)= c

(n, j)

maxm

0

if the denominator is > 0

each other in an allowable order, in our case:

(n,l)

otherwise.

Intuitively, given a node and a label on that node, we are considering every legal path (of one predecessor and one successor)
through that node which uses the label. We compute a measure
of the "goodness" of each such path. We then take the maximum result, since if there is any good path using the label, we
want it to survive with high probability, no matter how many
poor paths were investigated. A similar relaxation approach
is used in [4] for the ambiguous segmentation of handwriting.
This relaxation algorithm is somewhat different from the
usual cases where relaxation is applied [9]. In most cases, relaxation is used to label nodes of a given graph. In our case,
nodes and arcs can also be deleted when they do not participate
in any legal path. This property of deletion of nodes from the
graph assures simplification of the graph and improvement in
the labeling. As a result, the phenomenon generally observed
in relaxation of diverging after too many iterations [9] does
not occur in our experiments.
V. RESULTS FOR SINGLE CONTOURS
This case, where every boundary is complete, requires no gap
filling. A node will represent a segment, every segment having
a probability vector over the labels as described in Section I1-A.
Two nodes will be connected by an arc if their segments are
consecutive along the border.
Relaxation as described in Section IV is applied to this graph
structure. In the airplane case, where the labels are left wing,
tail, right wing, nose, the relaxation coefficients a(i,j, k) in
the preceding section have some positive fixed value for all
permissible triples and will be zero for all illegal triples. It has
been shown that the coefficients are scale invariant; hence, we
can set them equal to 1 and 0, respectively.
After the relaxation process we search the remaining graph
for four-cycles. Each of the four nodes in such a cycle may
have one or more possible labels remaining. We can define an
interpretation of the cycle to be any assignment of a unique
label to each node, where the label assigned to each node is
among the remaining labels for that node. A legal interpretation is any interpretation in which the labels in the cycle follow

Each legal interpretation is then assigned a figure of merit as
follows. With each node in the four-cycle we have associated a
unique label. We now look back at the original probability vector for this node to find the original probability of this label.
The probabilities thus found at each node are multiplied, and
the result is the figure of merit. We can then select as our
final result the interpretation with the highest figure of merit.
Of course, the use of four-cycles is specific to our problem.
More generally, one would conduct a state space search on the
resulting graph to find legal interpretations which are not
necessarily of fixed length.
In Fig. 3 we see an airplane contour with a plot of its curvature. The numbers on the figure and on the curvature plot
indicate some corresponding points. The curvature measure
used was the method of weighted k-curvature discussed in [5].
Table I shows the results of the segmentation and classification
for this figure. Table II displays the effect of relaxation. Of
particular significance is the sharp reduction in the number of
four-cycles and the number of interpretations. It is these numbers which provide a measure of the size of the space which
must be searched to find the legal interpretations. Table III
shows the surviving nodes and labels after three iterations of
relaxation, and finally, Table IV shows the legal interpretations
and their merit. These same interpretations could have been
found in the graph before the relaxation process; however, before relaxation we would have to find the three legal interpretations among the 222 possible interpretations, whereas
after only three iterations of relaxation we have reduced the
search space to 10 possible interpretations.
The merit value is obtained by multiplying together the original probability estimates of the labels and scaling the resulting
numbers upward to facilitate comparison. In Table IV we find
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TABLE I
AMBIGUOUS SEGMENTATION OF FIG. 1. SEGMENTS ARE BETWEEN
Two PEAKS
SEGMENT
NUMBER
1
2
3

RANGE OF
SEGMENT

4

2-6
2-10

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

PROBABILITIES

NOSE

RWING

TAIL

1

--

.6

.22
.22

---

.18
.18
1
1

.6

.08
1

0-4
0-6

2-4
4-10

1

4-12

.32

4-14
6-10
6-12
10-22
12-20
12-22

.04

.6

.96
.26
.98
1

LWING

.14
.02

.52

12-24

.48
1
1
1
1

12-25
14-20
14-22
22-0
22-2
24-0

1
.08
1

.6

.32

24-2
24-4

.16

.84

1

__

25-0

1

__

24

25-2

25
26
27
28

25-4
26-0

26-2
26-4

__
1

.06

.94

--

1
1
1

--

that cycle 2 has the highest merit, and if we check the interpretation with the contour, we see that this is the correct segmentation. (For example, in cycle 2, the right wing is node 7,
which we see from Table I or III has the range 4-12. In the
airplane figure, the right wing does indeed go from point 4 to
point 12.) The fact that cycle 3 has such a relatively high
merit is due in part to the shortcoming of our classification
program, which allowed some probability that segment 9 might
be a nose, and in part to the fact that by using only the "follows" relation, our process is totally insensitive to the gross
lack of symmetry of cycle 3. We can extend the notion of
compatibility, however, to take account of the relationships
between various object parts. As before, we have a set of labels
L = {11, 12, ' * , Ik }, and with each node we associate a probability vector (Pl , P2, *, PA), where Pi represents the probability that label 4i is the correct label for that node. In addition,
we can associate with each label li a measurement function

fi: image curve R
which, given a curve as argument, produces an ri component
measurement vector. Then at each node we store not only the
probability vector, but the n measurement vectors derived by
applying each of the measurement functions fl,-**, fn to the
curve segment associated with that node. For each sequence
of labels, liii1k,we define a compatibility function
°iik: Rri X RrI X Rrk >R

TABLE 1I
REDUCTION OF AMBIGUITY FOR THE AIRPLANE OF FIG. 1 IN THREE
ITERATIONS OF RELAXATION
ITERATION
NUMBER
0
1
2
3

NUMBER OF
NODES
28
10
9
8

NUMBER OF
LABELS
43
15
12
10

NUMBER OF
4-CYCLES
118
12
8
6

NUMBER OF
INTERPRETATIONS
222
20
16
10

TABLE III
THE AMBIGUOUS SEGMENTATION OF FIG. I AFTER THREE ITERATIONS OF
RELAXATION. THIS TABLE Is ANALOGOUS TO TABLE I.
SEGMENT

NUMBER

RANGE

LABEL

3

2-4

NOSE

4
6
7
9
11
13
19

2-6
4-10
4-12
6-10
10-22
12-22
22-2

LWING
RWING
RWING
NOSE
RWING - .26, TAIL - .74
TAIL
LWING - .5, TAIL - .5

TABLE IV
THE CYCLES SURVIVING FROM FIG. 1 AFTER THREE ITERATIONS OF
RELAXATION. THE NODES ARE SEGMENTS FROM TABLE I AND
THE MERIT WAS COMPUTED BY USING THE ORIGINAL

PROBABILITIES.

CYCLE

NUMBER
1
2
3

NOSE
NODE
3
3
9

RWING
NODE
6
7
11

TAIL
NODE
11
13
19

LWING
NODE
19

19
4

MERIT

3.8
31.9
23.5

whose argument is a triple of measurement vectors. (If ijk is
not a legal sequence of labels, the function is identically 0.)
If we let Ml be the measurement vector obtained by applying
measurement function f4 to the curve associated with node n,
we can rewrite the expression of Section IV as
maxm (n, 1j) =
max
Pm (a, li)Pm (n, Ij)Pm (b, Ik)
a E- A
b E- B
1 < i,k < ILL
*

&ijk(Ma, Mn, Mb).

For example, suppose

1i = "left wing"
= "nose"1
I"
Ik = "right wing."
Then the measurement vector Mal might contain measures of
the size, angle of sweep, etc., of the possible left wing defined
by the curve segment associated with node a. Similarly, Ml
could contain measurements of the size, location, orientation,
etc., of the possible nose at node n. The compatibility function
aiik could then take into account such factors as the relative
sizes of the wings, the similarity between the angle each makes
with the nose, etc. Note that whereas the value of the pre-
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Iteration 0

(a)

(b)

Iteration 4

Iteration 1

(c)

Iteration 9

Iteration 12

(e)

(f)

(d)
PLANE 2 -'

NOISE

PLANE

3/b
Iteration 14

(O)
Fig. 4.

viously defined a(i,j, k) depended only on the label sequence,
the value of the aijk defined above also depends on the properties of the curve associated with the nodes in the graph where
it is applied. Because the value of cx depends on its location in
the graph, it is said to be a "space variant" compatibility. We
might refer to ca as statically space variant, in that although its
value depends on its location in the graph, the value of a, given
a fixed triple of nodes, remains constant throughout the relaxation iterations.
The program was modified to incorporate the space variant
compatibility function defined above. The measurement functions and compatibility functions were particularly simple, yet
yielded a dramatic improvement in performance. Specifically,
the same measurement function was used for all four labels.

constructed. Fig. 4(b)-(g) displays the polygons associated
with nodes which have survived the indicated number of iterations. After 14 iterations, the original graph, which consisted
of 53 nodes, is pruned to 17 nodes. The pruned graph is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The number on each node is its number in the original 53node graph. The letter represents the remaining label assigned
to the node. Note that the final graph consists of four disconnected subgraphs. Three of these correspond to the three airplanes, and one is a noise object. The graphs for the second
and third planes consist of exactly four nodes each, one for
each airplane subpart. The graph corresponding to the first
plane contains two tail nodes. This type of ambiguity can
arise because there may be several paths between a given pair
of nodes in the first level graph and several of these paths may
VI. RESULTS FOR TOUCHING CONTOURS
pass classification as possible features (Fig. 6).
The noise object in Figs. 4 and 5 survives because the process
Fig. 4 displays pictorially the results of applying relaxation
to the input picture shown in Fig. 4(a). Remember that in as defined above does not take into account the relative posiclassifying each node a two-piece approximating polygon is tion, size, orientation, etc., of the parts. A triple of labels has
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SHORT
S X

PLANE 1

T~~~~~~~~1AIL

H

1

T

Iteration 0
;

0

0
t

X

F

(a)

~~~~~~~~~~~~NOISE

C

2

(b)

S74s

~~~~~~~PLANE3

Iteration 1

(c)

Iteration 2

Fig. 8.

(d)

PLANE 2

PLANE 1

Fig. 5.

PLANE 3

(F
\

PLANE 2

G
\_

/

There are four paths from A to E, all of which could
be classified as "right wing".

Fig. 6.

Fig. 9.

compatibility 1 if it is a legal sequence, and 0 otherwise. Given
segment, recall that we formed a two piece polygonal
approximation in the process of classification. This polygon
was reduced to a vector, as shown in Fig. 7. The 4-tuple
representing this vector is the measurement vector given by
applying the measurement function. Although this measurea curve

vector

Fig. 7.
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ment represents very little data, it is sufficient to convey the
general location, size, and orientation of the original curve
segment. We then defined four compatibility functions for
the four legal sequences of labels. (For an illegal sequence,
a= 0.) This function also was very simple. In general, we
would make the range of a be [0, 1 1 . However, in this case
we let the range of a be just the set {0, 1 }. For a legal label
sequence liljlk, aijik would be 1 if a set of criteria comparing
the relative sizes and orientations of the measurement vectors
were satisfied, and 0 otherwise. The result of applying the
modified method to the same input image as before is shown
in Fig. 8. The initial graph structure consisted of the same
53 nodes as before. Now, however, the process stabilized
after two iterations instead of 14, and arrived at a superior
result. The final graph is displayed in Fig. 9. Plane 1 no
longer has an ambiguous tail. Furthermore, the noise object
has been eliminated.
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our experiments have verified the ability of relaxation to
significantly reduce the complexity of the segmentation
graph. The number of interpretations which must be searched
is typically reduced by one or two orders of magnitude. The
combination of ambiguous segmentation and a graph structure
representation of the shape allows our program to correctly
segment a wide class of ambiguous shapes, in a manner not
S. Rutkowsld, photograph and biography unavailable at the time
possible with the use of template matching techniques. The Wallace
of publication.
program thus demonstrates the important characteristic of
using a more general, abstract representation of an airplane
shape than that defined by a prototype. The basic methodology used can be extended to more complex graph structures
utilizing shape completion, a variety of object part relations, Shmuel Peleg, photograph and biography unavailable at the time of
and a hierarchical structure. These extensions provide promis- publication.
ing avenues for future research.
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